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Karen L. Graves investigates the state-sanctioned dismissal of public school teachers in Florida during the
early Cold War, following recent scholarly work that
has begun to challenge notions that Communist political sympathies were the main cause of investigations and
firings within governments. Such scholars posit instead
that sexuality was a more common cause for dismissal,
and Graves’s work is the first, book-length study that
illustrates this process on a state level.[1] In her book,
the experiences of everyday educators and the perceived
threats to social stability and consensus are placed in the
context of domestic containment and postwar stability.
In And They Were Wonderful Teachers, she argues that educators were in a particularly vulnerable position among
government workers, given their role in working with
children. Therefore, because of the stigma attached to
publicly acknowledging their sexuality, Florida teachers
were unable to band together for political protection.

Investigation Committee, known as the Johns Committee
after state senator Charley Johns, was established in 1956
and was tasked with investigating organizations, groups,
and individuals whose activities violated Florida laws. In
1957, this was expanded to include organizations considered subversive. In practice, this meant that the investigative committee would work to slow desegregation
efforts by intimidating members of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP)
and other civil rights activists, linking their activities
with Communism. However, the NAACP was well organized and experienced with intimidation. They effectively won a case against the state in 1963, which prevented the Johns Committee from confiscating membership records.

With its central purpose fading away, the committee
hoped to sustain its life through the investigation of suspected homosexuals. As Graves illustrates, this was not
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Although organizations for lesbian and gay rights
and liberation were becoming organized in this era,
teachers faced increased likelihood of losing their jobs
and careers if they were suspected of and found to be involved with the homophile movements.[2] Furthermore,
if teachers had demanded a public trial, they also risked
being prosecuted under sodomy laws. As Graves persuasively illustrates, a lack of public and institutional support, combined with the connection of homosexuality
with Communism, made teachers susceptible to intimidation by the committee.

the Florida teacher purges were not an aberration in educational history. Rather, the event reflects long-standing
checks of teacher autonomy that arise from expectations
of teachers as role models for children and the consequences of the profession’s feminization in a sexist culture. Further, the secrecy under which the investigations
were conducted typifies the nature of Cold War government, as civil liberties were violated under the guise of
security.
Greatly impressive is Graves’s use of the committee’s
records and her conscientious attention to race and gender. By focusing on public school teachers, she provides
new dimensions into the study of the Johns Committee’s investigations and illuminates the personal effects
of Cold War policy on individuals. Additionally, the resistance exhibited by the investigated teachers offers an
insightful view into the larger struggle for civil rights in
twentieth-century U.S. society. Historians of Cold War
politics, lesbian and gay history, and educational history are likely to be interested in Graves’s exploration of
the Florida teacher purges. Her analysis, centered at the
intersection between these divergent fields of historiography, raises important questions about power, politics,
and resistance, providing an excellent foundation for future inquiries into the effects of Cold War politics, legislation, policies, and investigations on average citizens.

The vulnerability of teachers was also increased by
long-held notions of teachers as role models for students.
The notion of protecting youth was a justification for the
committee’s work, with the claim that teachers would recruit children into homosexuality. While scholarly work
has demonstrated that teachers have always been held to
additional standards for moral conduct and behavior, especially regarding sexuality, Graves illustrates how this
was part of a Cold War political process.[3] Graves goes
on to show how the reaction to the investigation and the
lack of support for teachers reflects the monitoring of
teachers that continues to occur in the state. Presently,
there are no statewide laws in Florida to guard against
employment discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation or gender identity. According to Graves, the
Florida Education Code still contains language that provides school boards with the leeway to dismiss teachers
because of their sexual orientation, on charges pertaining
to immorality. It is Graves’s conclusion that teachers are
uniquely positioned to transform society’s ideology regarding sexuality. Teachers are at the forefront of transmitting knowledge to the next generation and as long as
there are debates about and discrimination against homosexual teachers, queer rights cannot be fully gained.
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